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POLICY BRIEF #64 – JULY 2014 
 

 

THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 
PRINCIPLE OF DECISIONAL 

TRANSPARENCY IN ROMANIA 

 

  

This policy brief concisely presents and 

analyzes the key provisions of Law no. 

52/2003, before and after its 2013 revisions. 

The report evaluates the effectiveness of this 

law, presents an overview of the transparency 

of decision-making in Romania, and 

formulates policy recommendations. The first 

section of the brief presents the legislative 

framework on transparency of the decision-

making process, including its recent updates. 

The second section examines the 

"transparency reports" - reports on the 

application of Law 52/2003 – released by 

ministries over the past three years. It also 

provides a graphical representation of the 

information contained in these reports, 

revealing the degree of implementation of the 

law. The third section of the report focuses on 

the jurisprudence in cases involving public 

institutions (local or central) which have been 

sued by citizens or NGOs for failing to comply 

with the transparency requirements. Nine 

court decisions in cases involving the 

transparency law, are analyzed in order to 

draw a clear picture of the mechanisms 

explaining the failure to implement the law, 

as well as to show how it could be amended. 

Therefore, the report concludes with two sets 

of policy recommendations for improving the 

legal framework, thus facilitating the access of 

citizens and civil society to decision-making in 

Romania. 
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I. Summary of the law  

a. The legal framework 

In Romania the transparency of public 

administration and citizens’ participation to 

the decision-making process are regulated by 

Law no. 52/2003 on the transparency in the 

process of decision-making of public 

administration and Law no. 544/2001 on free 

access to public information. Both laws have 

been amended and improved throughout the 

years:  Law no. 544/2001 has been modified 

in 2006 by Law No 371/2006 and Law No 

380/20061, while Law no. 52/2003 has been 

slightly changed in 2013 by Law 281/2013. 

The updated version of the text was re-issued 

on 03.12.2013.  

Law no. 52/20032 establishes minimum 

procedural rules applicable to ensure 

decisional transparency within local and 

central public administration authorities, 

elected or appointed (Art 1). Moreover, it also 

applies to other public institutions that use 

public financial resources (Art 4).  The law 

concerns the relations established between 

these authorities and the citizens as well as 

their legally established associations (Art 

1(2)). Since the law establishes only the 

minimum requirements, each of these 

authorities can adopt rules which require 

even greater transparency. According to a 

2010 study, among the public authorities 

which are subject to this law are ministries, 

authorities subordinated to the prime-

minister (ex. National Agency for Resource 

Management), authorities subordinated to 

ministries (ex. Fulbright Commission – 

subordinated to the Ministry of Education), 

                                                           
1
Chamber of Deputies, Legislation on Access to 

Information 
http://www.cdep.ro/relatii_publice/site2.page?id=620&
idl=2 
2
 Law 52/2003, 

http://www.dreptonline.ro/legislatie/lege_transparenta
_decizionala.php. 

autonomous administrative authorities (ex. 

Competition Regulatory Council), county 

councils, city/town councils, city halls and 

their subordinated authorities. As major 

exceptions, one can note the Government per 

se and the prefectures (territorial 

representatives of the government) 3. Further, 

it needs to be mentioned that the law applies 

only to normative acts, which have a general 

applicability and not to administrative 

individual acts, concerning specific individuals 

(Art 3(a)).  

Its purpose is threefold: 1. to increase of the 

responsibility of public administration 

towards the citizen, as a beneficiary of the 

administrative decision; 2. to engage the 

active participation of citizens in making 

administrative decisions and in the process of 

drafting legislation and 3. to make the 

administration more transparent (Art 1(2)). 

The law is divided into two chapters. The first 

concerns the participation of citizens in the 

elaboration of normative acts. The second 

regulates citizens’ involvement in the 

adoption of an act. This distinction has to be 

drawn clearly.  The first stage is the 

procedure, which occurs before a draft is 

turned into a normative act. The second is the 

process by which a collective decision making 

body decides a draft is to become a 

mandatory normative act.  

The two main avenues through which citizens 

can participate in the decision-making process 

is through organizing citizen-authority 

debates and through taking part to public 

                                                           
3
Asociația pentru Apărarea Drepturilor Omulu iîn 

România – Comitetul Helsinki, Ca cetăţean, ai drepturi ! 
Legeate susţine! Învaţă să o foloseşti! [Association for 
the Protection of Human Rights in Romania-Helsinki 
Committee-As a Citizen you have rights! The law is on 
you side! Learn to use it!], p 29-34 
http://www.apador.org/publicatii/ongt.pdf. 
 

http://www.cdep.ro/relatii_publice/site2.page?id=620&idl=2
http://www.cdep.ro/relatii_publice/site2.page?id=620&idl=2
http://www.dreptonline.ro/legislatie/lege_transparenta_decizionala.php
http://www.dreptonline.ro/legislatie/lege_transparenta_decizionala.php
http://www.apador.org/publicatii/ongt.pdf
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meetings of the decision makers.  Paralleling 

the elaboration/adoption distinction, the law 

effectively differentiates between two 

different types of public gatherings: 1. public 

debates, dedicated to the interaction of 

citizens with specifically designated people 

from the public authority (initiators, experts) 

and 2. Meetings (usually of the local / county 

councils) in which the decision making body of 

the public authority deliberates and citizens 

can intervene (Art 7-10). While the latter are 

part of the adoption process, the former are 

to be organized only at the written request of 

those interested in expressing opinions. Both 

in the original and in the revised version of 

the law, the minutes of the meeting must be 

published after their conclusion.  

According to the original version of Law no. 

52/2003 public institutions had the obligation 

to publish all legislative proposals to be 

discussed at least 30 days prior to their 

consideration by the authority’s decision 

making body (Art 6). This announcement had 

to be placed on the website of the institution, 

at its headquarters in a visible place and 

“transmitted through the central or local 

media”. Any interested person could also 

request public information at the 

headquarters of the public institution. 

Institutions also had the duty to send the 

information regarding the legislative 

proposals to all persons who had requested 

this in writing. All interested persons could 

send suggestions, opinions and comments 

regarding such legislative proposals, within a 

designated period of time, which had to be 

mentioned in the public announcement of the 

proposal. However, this period could not be 

shorter than 10 days from the publishing of 

the announcement regarding the public 

discussion of the proposal.  During the 30-day 

period, citizens or their associations could 

request the organization of a public debate on 

the draft, which must be announced 10 days 

in advance (Art. 6). Art 6 (5) (old version, 7(6) 

republished version) of the law requires the 

representative of the public authority to 

designate a person in the organization which 

is to be responsible for relation with the civil 

society. This person has the task of collecting 

recommendations, suggestions and opinions 

on the draft bill proposed by the stakeholders. 

According to the original law, when the public 

meeting for the adoption of the act was to be 

organized, the law required the public 

authority to announce it three days in 

advance. The date of the public meeting was 

to be announced in writing to the 

organizations which had filed suggestions and 

comments. During the meeting, citizens’ 

representatives could make 

recommendations and the minutes of the 

meetings had to be recorded (Art. 7).  

However, there are certain exceptions to the 

application of this law, present in both the old 

and the new form of the law.  For example, 

citizens were and still are not allowed to 

participate in cases where normative acts 

concerning national security, strategic 

economic interests or classified information 

are discussed. Further, public authorities 

could and still can exclude citizens when 

economic data which can affect competition 

or personal data are discussed. Another case 

in which the civil society is not entitled to by 

the law to provide its contribution to the 

legislative proposals is the situation in which 

“due to exceptional circumstances” 

immediate decisions must be taken “in order 

to avoid severe acts”. In this situation 

legislative proposals could and still may be 

adopted through the “emergency procedure” 

stipulated by the law (Art 6(9) original, 7(13) 

republished version).  From the formulation of 

the law, it seems to include both laws 
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adopted according to article 76 (3) of the 

Constitution, which concerns emergency 

procedures as well as emergency government 

ordinances (laws adopted by the Government 

and debated later by the Parliament). 

A citizen who believes his or her rights has 

been violated by an act adopted without the 

procedures set by the law being respected 

can complain to the courts. Despite NGO 

recommendations, no clear consequence of 

violation4 was stipulated directly within the 

law, but a reference to Law 29/1990 

(currently 544/2004) was made, which 

allowed for the act to be annulled.  Moreover, 

in case a public servant directly impeded 

citizens’ participation in meetings, an 

administrative complaint could be filed.  

b. The 2013 Revisions   

Most of the changes brought by the 2013 

amendments to the law concern its form, not 

its substance. For example, the verb “to 

stimulate” was replaced with “to elicit” the 

citizen’s active participation in the decision-

making process.5 Other such changes included 

newly defined terms in the law, such as 

“minute” and the inclusion of the word 

“public debate” together with the word 

“meeting” among the enumeration of the 

gatherings that are public (Art 1-2, Law 

281/2013-Article 1 and 3 of the re-published 

version of Law 52/2003).  

Some modifications were made to eliminate 

potential ambiguities, regarding the time 

frames for consultation. For instance, art. 6(2) 

of the republished version of Law 52/2003 

                                                           
4
 Association for the Protection of Human Rights in 

Romania-Helsinki Committee-As a Citizen you have 
rights!, p 43.  
5
 Law 281/2013, 

http://www.dreptonline.ro/legislatie/legea_281_2013_
modificare_lege_52_2003_transparenta_decizionala_ad
ministratia_publica.php. 

now requires that the time in which the 

announcement on the elaboration of a draft 

law must be public, prior to its submission for 

analysis, approval and adoption by public 

authorities, be at least 30 workdays, as 

opposed to simply “30 days” as it was initially 

stated in article 6(2) of the regulation. This 

change also effectively gives citizens and 

NGOs more time to voice their opinion on the 

proposal and clarifies the method of 

calculating the number of days required for 

each operation. Similar specifications were 

made for Article 7(4) stating that the number 

of days in which people can offer written 

suggestions or opinions on draft legislation 

submitted to public debate, is 10 calendar 

days (initially “10 days”).    

Article 7(11) of the republished version 

includes a  modification which requires public 

authorities subject to the law to include a 

section on "decisional transparency" on their 

institutional website, which has to record the 

date of posting for each update. This new 

requirement ensures the citizens’ easy access 

to legislative proposals which concern them, 

while also allowing for their participation in 

the improvement of the draft law, provided 

all the necessary documentation is also 

offered. The documents which must be 

included in this section are listed in Article 6 

paragraph (2) of L281/2013 (statement of 

justification, memorandum, report on the 

need for adopting the draft law, impact study 

or feasibility study, the full text of the bill, the 

deadline, and procedure for  submitting 

written proposals, suggestions, comments 

regarding the draft law). Moreover, since the 

law requires that all updates specify the date 

of their posting, this will lead to the 

establishment of an archive of “working 

memory”, thus ensuring transparency and 

highlighting the evolution of a normative act 

over time.  

http://www.dreptonline.ro/legislatie/legea_281_2013_modificare_lege_52_2003_transparenta_decizionala_administratia_publica.php
http://www.dreptonline.ro/legislatie/legea_281_2013_modificare_lege_52_2003_transparenta_decizionala_administratia_publica.php
http://www.dreptonline.ro/legislatie/legea_281_2013_modificare_lege_52_2003_transparenta_decizionala_administratia_publica.php
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Ultimately, it is up to the organized civil 

society to monitor and strengthen the 

application of the provisions of this law, in 

order to project its benefits and to contribute 

to legislative stability. 

Art.  7(12) sets the time interval between the 

announcement of public debates and the date 

in which they are being held, to be no longer 

than 10 calendar days (initially “10 days”). 

However, the new law does not substantially 

alter the time limits in which the public 

authority is compelled to act, keeping the 

30/10 days terms from the old law. The public 

authority can set longer or shorter terms if it 

wishes to do so. Furthermore, another 

obligation incumbent on the public authority 

is to carry out an impact study and to make it 

available at the time when the draft is 

published (Art 1(5)-Law 281/2003, Art 7(2) 

republished version of Law 52/2003).  

Stricter rules are established with regard to 

the format and recording of citizen 

contribution to draft legislation: persons or 

organizations wishing to submit written 

suggestions or opinions on draft legislation 

during public debate must specify the article 

of the draft legislation they are referring to as 

well as the date of submission and their 

contact information. On the other hand, 

public officials shall record all proposals, 

suggestions or opinions on draft legislation 

submitted during public debates in a register, 

stating the date of receipt and the name of 

the person who has submitted it (Art 6 of Law 

281/2013).  

Moreover, the new law also sets out new 

procedural guidelines for the organization of 

public debates. The new rules are conceived 

to further consolidate the transparency of the 

consultation, by providing the public with 

clear rules and deadlines for submitting 

proposals during debate and for taking the 

floor during the debate. The new guidelines 

also ensure that citizens will have the chance 

of meeting and discussing with the initiator(s) 

of the draft law, and that the debate will not 

be over until all persons wishing to speak 

have had the opportunity to do so (Art 1(7) of 

Law 281/2013-Art. 7(10) of the republished 

version of law 52/2003). 

Finally, the latest revisions also require public 

officials to record, publish and archive the 

following information, on the institutional 

website: minute of each debate, written 

recommendations received, updated versions 

of the draft law in various stages of 

development, internal policy reports and the 

final version of the adopted law (Art 1 (72) of 

Law 281/2013 - Art. 7(11), of the republished 

version of law 52/2003).  

The legislative improvements to the law were 

the result of an intense advocacy campaign 

carried out by “Coalition 52” and its more 

than 400 members. The activity of the 

coalition is coordinated by the Advocacy 

Academy, an NGO which has been active in 

monitoring the transparency of the decision 

making process since the adoption of the 

initial law in 20036.  

The main activities carried out by Coalition 52 

to improve the transparency of decision-

making in Romania, during its two-year long 

advocacy campaign were: 20 round tables 

with local decision makers, at the county and 

national level, 20 simultaneous press 

conferences in different cities of the country, 

reaching out to the public and to policy 

makers in early 2012, and meetings with MPs 

and representatives of the Government in 

March 2012.  The coalition managed to obtain 

                                                           
6
 Coaliția 52 bulversează secretomania guvernanților 

[The “52” Coalition sheds light in government secrecy], 
http://coalitia52.ro/articole/coalitia-52-bulverseaza-
secretomania-guvernantilor. 

http://coalitia52.ro/articole/coalitia-52-bulverseaza-secretomania-guvernantilor
http://coalitia52.ro/articole/coalitia-52-bulverseaza-secretomania-guvernantilor
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the support of 70 MPs from the 2008 – 2012 

legislature and 17 of them took up the 

legislative proposal. 

Representatives of the coalition praise the 

new law for improving decisional 

transparency and for making the text more 

clear. They cite the longer deadlines for 

consultations with citizens and the 

introduction of the demand that local and 

county officials carry out impact and / or 

feasibility studies prior to proposing draft 

laws, as the main accomplishments of the civil 

society against the opaque bureaucracy7.  

However, as we shall see, these small steps 

forward are only relevant as long as public 

authorities voluntarily comply with the law. 

Seeking legal remedy for lack of compliance is 

rare. Citizens and non-governmental 

organizations are skeptical of pursuing 

litigation on this law due to their lack of 

resources and a negative record, as well as 

due to the existing legal arrangement which 

makes it often impossible to win such a case.  

II. Analysis of data on the implementation 

of Law 52/2003 collected from Ministries  

 

Several variables were investigated by this 

policy brief.8 Firstly, the websites of the 

                                                           
7
The “52” Coalition sheds light in government secrecy  

8
 A similar study for local authorities was conducted by 

the Pro Democratia Association in 2007,  Asociatia Pro 
Democratia, Transparenta decizionala in Romania anului 
2007 - Raport de monitorizare cu privire la aplicarea si 
respectarea Legii 52/2003 privind transparenta actului 
decizional la nivelul administratiei publice [Decisional 
Transparency in 2007 Romania-Monitoring Report on 
the application and enforcement of Law 52/2003 on 
decisional transparency in public administration] 
http://www.apd.ro/files/publicatii/Raport_de_monitoriz
are_cu_privire_la_aplicarea_si_respectarea_Legii_52_2
003.pdf, while a 2009 study conducted by the Advocacy 
Academy monitored both local and central authorities, 
Advocacy Academy, Simona Fit, Studiul privind existenţa 
sau nu a unor proceduri minimale de consultare publică 
la nivelul administraţiei publice centrale şi locale din 
România[Study on the existence of minimal procedures 

ministries were checked to see whether they 

post draft projects, together with the 

accompanying mandatory documentation. 

According to the original version of Law 52, 

this included the full text of the proposal, a 

written justification of the need to have the 

act adopted and the way in which comments 

and opinions on the act can be sent to the 

initiators (Art 6(2) –original version, 7(2) 

republished version of Law 52). After the 2013 

revisions, this was updated to include an 

assessment of the feasibility of the project.  

 

The second aim of the investigation was to 

collect the data published by ministries in the 

reports they are obliged to publish every year. 

According to Article 12(old version –Article 13 

new version) of Law 52/2003, each authority 

subject to the law has to publish a yearly 

“Decisional transparency report”. This Report 

must include at least data on the total 

number of recommendations received, the 

total number of recommendations included in 

normative acts, the number of participants in 

public meetings, the number of public 

meetings organized, the number of lawsuits 

against the authority and the number of 

meetings which were not public. The data was 

evaluated for the past three years (2011, 

2012, and 2013). In addition to collecting the 

reports published by ministries on their 

websites, the missing reports were requested 

directly from the ministries through the 

procedure specified by the law 544/2001 on 

free access to public information. Some 

ministries replied and offered their reports; 

some did not answer the requests sent.  

 

                                                                                    
for public consultations at the level of central and local 
administration in Romania], 
http://advocacy.ro/sites/advocacy.ro/files/files/publicat
ie/3b1d_studiul-privind-existenta-sau-nu-a-unor-
proceduri-minimale-de-consultare-publica-la-nivelul-
administratiei-publice-centrale-si-locale-din-
romania.pdf. 

http://www.apd.ro/files/publicatii/Raport_de_monitorizare_cu_privire_la_aplicarea_si_respectarea_Legii_52_2003.pdf
http://www.apd.ro/files/publicatii/Raport_de_monitorizare_cu_privire_la_aplicarea_si_respectarea_Legii_52_2003.pdf
http://www.apd.ro/files/publicatii/Raport_de_monitorizare_cu_privire_la_aplicarea_si_respectarea_Legii_52_2003.pdf
http://advocacy.ro/sites/advocacy.ro/files/files/publicatie/3b1d_studiul-privind-existenta-sau-nu-a-unor-proceduri-minimale-de-consultare-publica-la-nivelul-administratiei-publice-centrale-si-locale-din-romania.pdf
http://advocacy.ro/sites/advocacy.ro/files/files/publicatie/3b1d_studiul-privind-existenta-sau-nu-a-unor-proceduri-minimale-de-consultare-publica-la-nivelul-administratiei-publice-centrale-si-locale-din-romania.pdf
http://advocacy.ro/sites/advocacy.ro/files/files/publicatie/3b1d_studiul-privind-existenta-sau-nu-a-unor-proceduri-minimale-de-consultare-publica-la-nivelul-administratiei-publice-centrale-si-locale-din-romania.pdf
http://advocacy.ro/sites/advocacy.ro/files/files/publicatie/3b1d_studiul-privind-existenta-sau-nu-a-unor-proceduri-minimale-de-consultare-publica-la-nivelul-administratiei-publice-centrale-si-locale-din-romania.pdf
http://advocacy.ro/sites/advocacy.ro/files/files/publicatie/3b1d_studiul-privind-existenta-sau-nu-a-unor-proceduri-minimale-de-consultare-publica-la-nivelul-administratiei-publice-centrale-si-locale-din-romania.pdf
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The data collected was analyzed to assess 

whether the ministries receive 

recommendations and whether they include 

them in their proposals, whether they 

organize debates on draft projects and 

whether their failure to comply is challenged 

before a court. One mention has to be made 

here before the data is discussed. As shown in 

the analysis of the law, two major avenues of 

participation are available to citizens. One is 

requesting debates and the second is 

participation in internal public meetings of the 

authority. The distinction works very well for 

collegial decision-making bodies such as 

county or local councils, where the body votes 

on drafts in a public meeting.  A non-collegial 

body such as a ministry, does not have such 

specific meetings, but makes decisions 

through ministerial orders. Furthermore, the 

ministries propose Government Decisions 

(adopted by the Government, as a collegial 

body), Government Ordinances, Emergency 

Ordinances and legislative proposals (laws to 

be sent by the Government to Parliament).  

Some of the meetings of the lower-order civil 

servants (heads of departments), meetings in 

which these acts are debated, are public and 

these are sometimes attended by citizens. It is 

this information which is included in the 

analysis and not the number of on-demand 

debates.   

 

The first analysis concerned whether 

ministries publish the proposals of normative 

acts on their websites. It was concluded that, 

except two (The Ministry of European Funds 

and Ministry for Youth and Sports) all the 18 

ministries published draft acts, along with the 

legally required information.  Table 1 presents 

the ministries monitored and the websites 

where the drafts can be found. 
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Table 1: Ministries and the websites where draft acts are published  

 

Ministry  Website 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs  http://www.mae.ro/node/2011  

Ministry of  Internal Affairs  http://www.mai.gov.ro/index02_3.htm  

Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development  

http://www.madr.ro/ro/proiecte-de-acte-normative.html 

Ministry of National Defense  http://dlaj.mapn.ro/  

Ministry of Culture  http://www.cultura-net.ro/Dezbateri.aspx 

Ministry of Regional Development and 
Public Administration 

http://www.mdrap.ro/transparenta/consultari-publice/-1219 

Ministry of  Economy http://www.minind.ro/ 

(no separate section, but projects are posted on the website of the 

ministry)   

Ministry of National Education  http://www.edu.ro/index.php/articles/c402/  

 

Ministry of  Public Finance  http://www.mfinante.ro/transparent.html?method=transparenta

&pagina=acasa&locale=ro  

Ministry of  European Funds   

Ministry of Justice  http://www.just.ro/MinisterulJusti%C8%9Biei/Actenormative/Proi

ectedeactenormativeaflate%C3%AEndezbatere/tabid/93/Default.a

spx 

Ministry of  Environment and 
Environmental Changes  

http://mmediu.ro/new/?cat=21   

 

Ministry of  Work, Family, Social 
Protection and Senior Citizens  

http://www.mmuncii.ro/j33/index.php/ro/transparenta/proiecte-

in-dezbatere 

Ministry of  Information Society  http://www.mcsi.ro/Transparenta-decizionala/Proiecte-2014  

 

Ministry of Health http://www.ms.ro/?pag=22   

Ministry of  Youth and Sports  http://mts.ro/proiecte-legislative-in-dezbatere-publica/ 

(a website exists, but no projects published) 

Ministry of  Transportation  http://www.mt.ro/web14/transparenta-decizionala/consultare-

publica/acte-normative-in-avizare  

Source: author’s compilation 

The results for the second round of the 

investigation proved more ambiguous. Firstly, 

around half of Ministries did not publish the 

reports on the websites.  One or two 

ministries published reports, which were 

incomplete. Finally, some fully complied and 

published full reports for all of the three 

years. The least transparent Ministries were 

the Ministry of Youth and Sports and the 

Ministry of National Education (the latter has 

a section dedicated to Transparency Reports, 

but no Reports published in the Section) 

which published no reports whatsoever and 

did not respond to the Romanian Academic 

Society’s requests. The most transparent 

Ministries were the Ministry of Health, the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs and the Ministry of 

National Defense, which published full reports 

for the whole three years.  A special situation 

was identified at the Ministry of European 

Funds, which was created in late 2012 

through the re-organization of the Ministry of 

http://www.mae.ro/node/2011
http://www.mai.gov.ro/index02_3.htm
http://www.madr.ro/ro/proiecte-de-acte-normative.html
http://dlaj.mapn.ro/
http://www.cultura-net.ro/Dezbateri.aspx
http://www.mdrap.ro/transparenta/consultari-publice/-1219
http://www.minind.ro/
http://www.edu.ro/index.php/articles/c402/
http://www.mfinante.ro/transparent.html?method=transparenta&pagina=acasa&locale=ro
http://www.mfinante.ro/transparent.html?method=transparenta&pagina=acasa&locale=ro
http://www.just.ro/MinisterulJusti%C8%9Biei/Actenormative/Proiectedeactenormativeaflate%C3%AEndezbatere/tabid/93/Default.aspx
http://www.just.ro/MinisterulJusti%C8%9Biei/Actenormative/Proiectedeactenormativeaflate%C3%AEndezbatere/tabid/93/Default.aspx
http://www.just.ro/MinisterulJusti%C8%9Biei/Actenormative/Proiectedeactenormativeaflate%C3%AEndezbatere/tabid/93/Default.aspx
http://mmediu.ro/new/?cat=21
http://www.mmuncii.ro/j33/index.php/ro/transparenta/proiecte-in-dezbatere
http://www.mmuncii.ro/j33/index.php/ro/transparenta/proiecte-in-dezbatere
http://www.mcsi.ro/Transparenta-decizionala/Proiecte-2014
http://www.ms.ro/?pag=22
http://mts.ro/proiecte-legislative-in-dezbatere-publica/
http://www.mt.ro/web14/transparenta-decizionala/consultare-publica/acte-normative-in-avizare
http://www.mt.ro/web14/transparenta-decizionala/consultare-publica/acte-normative-in-avizare
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European Affairs. The Ministry of European 

Funds provided only the 2013 Decisional 

Transparency Report, but is not liable for the 

lack of transparency of its predecessor.  

 

The following graphs show the situation of 

reports published on the Ministries’ website 

every year.  

 

Figure 1: Reports published on Ministries’ 

websites in 2011  

 

Source: author’s calculations 

 

Figure 2: Reports published Ministries’ 

websites in 2012  

 

 

Source: author’s calculations 

Figure 3: Reports published on the 

Ministries’ websites in 2013  

 

 

Source: author’s calculations 

Prior to the analysis of the data included in 

the reports, some preliminary observations 

are necessary:  firstly, in addition to the 

missing data, the greatest problem was the 

lack of a standardized format for the reports 

of all Ministries. Some included some of the 

data required by the law but not all, while the 

data included in others did not match the one 

in the previous, as to allow for comparison. 

For example, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

did not distinguish between acts adopted and 

acts announced. However, in about 80% of 

the cases, the reports were published in the 

same format, allowing for comparison.  This, 

together with the missing data created the 

problem that when a graph shows a zero 

value, it is not possible to show if the ministry 

did not publish the data or if there were 

actually zero recommendations or meetings 

received or held. 

 

Firstly, the number of normative acts adopted 

and normative acts announced was analyzed.  

Table 2 shows the percentages of acts 

adopted and acts publicly announced for each 

ministry each year.  
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Table 2: Percentages of Acts adopted out of 

Acts announced  

 

Ministry  2011 (%) 2012 (%) 2013 (%) 

Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs  

No data No data No data 

Ministry of  

Internal Affairs  

9.43 34.55 50.00 

Ministry of 

Agriculture and 

Rural Development  

100.60 86.47 No data 

Ministry of 

National Defense  

87.27 93.33 87.88 

Ministry of Culture  No data 171.43 145.83 

Ministry of 

Regional 

Development and 

Public 

Administration 

No data 83.33 No data 

Ministry of  

Economy 

61.68 22.22 29.52 

Ministry of 

National Education  

No data No data No data 

Ministry of  Public 

Finance  

90.51 100.00 277.42 

Ministry of  

European Funds  

No data No data 86.36 

Ministry of Justice  57.14 55.29 No data 

Ministry of  

Environment and 

Environmental 

Changes  

70.54 111.90 114.29 

Ministry of  Work, 

Family, Social 

Protection and 

Senior Citizens  

79.25 15.85 43.33 

Ministry of  

Information 

Society  

161.54 No data No data 

Ministry of Health 11.23 6.51 6.80 

Ministry of  Youth 

and Sports  

No data No data No data 

Ministry of  

Transportation  

91.78 103.90 No data 

Source: author’s calculations  

As can be observed from the above table, an 

uneven picture emerges. In some cases, there 

were more acts announced than adopted, 

while other times very few acts are publicly 

announced. The reasons for not announcing 

some of the acts adopted were not specified, 

but one aim of policy reform should be to 

increase this percentage.  

 

The second analysis looks at the number of 

recommendations received compared to the 

one of recommendations included. These are 

policy recommendations received by 

ministries in writing from citizens and citizens’ 

associations during the process of policy 

elaboration.  The whole data collected shows 

6671 total recommendations received by all 

ministries over the three years. Out of these, 

3024 were included in the final policy, or 

about 45%. As will be seen in the following 

graphs, the most recommendations are by far 

received by the Ministry of Health.  

Throughout the years, the percentage of 

recommendations included out of 

recommendations received varies from 15% 

to 93%, depending on the ministry. 
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Figure 4: Recommendations received and recommendations included in 2011  

 
Source: author's calculations 

 

Figure 5: Recommendations received and recommendations included in 2012  

 

 

Source: author's calculations 
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Figure 6: Recommendations received and recommendations included in 2013 

 

 

Source: author's calculations 

 

 

Due to the fact that not all ministries have 

submitted complete reports for all the three 

years, an analysis of the number of 

recommendations received and included over 

the years, could not be performed except in a 

limited number of cases (the ministries which 

provided full data). In the cases that this could 

be done, no clear pattern of increase or 

decrease of the number of recommendations 

received and recommendations included 

could be observed. A longer timeframe could 

be useful for such an analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Recommendations received and 

recommendations included-Ministry of 

Internal Affairs 

 

 

Source: author's calculations 
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Figure 8: Recommendations received and 

recommendations included-Ministry of Health 

 

 

Source: author's calculations 

 

Figure 9: Recommendations received and 

recommendations included-Ministry of Work and 

Senior Citizens  

 

 

From the above figures it can be seen that 

Ministries whose activity has a very direct 

impact on citizens (Health, Transportation, 

Internal Affairs, Work and Social Protection) 

are those which are most monitored by 

citizens. They receive a large number of 

recommendations and include most of them 

in their drafts. At the opposite pole, Ministries 

whose activity is highly specialized (National 

Defense, Economy) receive comparatively far 

fewer recommendations. A relatively bizarre 

situation was identified at the Ministry of 

Economy for 2011, when 14 

recommendations were reported as received 

and 174 reported as included.  

 

Another indicator analyzed was whether 

ministries designated persons responsible for 

the relationship with civil society in 

compliance with Article 7(6) of the 

republished version of the law.  What is not 

clear from the data if the numbers refer to 

people newly appointed each year or if it 

included people appointed during the 

previous years and still fulfilling the same 

responsibilities. The Ministry of environment 

comes out as the ministry with the most 

representatives for civil society relations, 

followed by the Ministry of Agriculture.  

 

 

 

Source: author’s calculations 
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Figure 10: Persons responsible for relations with civil society designated  

 

Source: Author's calculations 

 

Figure 11: Public meetings organized  

 

Source: author's calculations 
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Figure 12:  Persons participating in public meetings  

 

 

Source: author's calculations 

 

As it can be observed from Figures 10 and 11, 

there is no connection between the number 

of public meetings organized and the number 

of persons participating in them. For some 

years, there might be few public meetings but 

many participating persons, while for other 

years, the situation might be reversed. When 

calculating the average number of people 

participating in a meeting, sometimes very 

large numbers are obtained. For 2013 the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs reported only 5 

public meetings and 850 persons 

participating, concluding that an average of 

170 people participated in one meeting. This, 

and other large values, such as 61 

persons/meeting calculated from the 2011 

report of the Ministry of Work could be the 

result of either a mistaken reporting or of a 

very dysfunctional process of consultation and 

participation (a very large number of people 

participating in one meeting could lead to 

very few substantive and well-informed 

proposals being discussed). In other cases, the 

average number of people participating did 

not exceed 30.  
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Figure 13:  Court Actions against ministries  

 

 

Source: author's calculations 

 

As Figure 13 shows, there were very few 

instances in which Ministries were sued 

before Courts for their failure to implement 

Law 52. The largest number of litigations was 

4 per year (Ministry of Transportation 2011 

and Ministry for the Environment 2012). This 

is consistent with the findings on the low 

number of court cases on the basis Law 52, 

and will be detailed in the next section of this 

brief.  

 

Following the analysis of the data, several 

conclusions and policy recommendations can 

be formulated: 

 

First of all, the analysis has identified a 

number of best practices, in the case of some 

ministries (Health, Rural Development, Work 

and Social Protection) which are in a constant 

dialogue with citizens and have published all 

the reports in a complete form and in a timely 

fashion. These examples should be promoted, 

and ministries which have failed to report 

(Ministries were the Ministry of Youth and 

Sports and the Ministry of National Education) 

should be encouraged to follow their 

example. 

It was also concluded that a relatively large 

percentage of acts are published on the 

ministries’ websites before they are adopted, 

but the aim of the policy should  be to 

increase this percentage to as close to 100% 

as possible ( the exceptions mentioned in the 

law should be true exceptions). The analysis 

also concluded that about half of 

recommendations received are included in 

policies adopted. While a public authority 

cannot and should not accept all proposals 

received, the reasons for rejection could be 

made public.  
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Conclusions and Recommendations  

 

Some of the most important policy 

recommendations arising from this brief 

include: 

 

1. Firstly, the law should set a yearly 

deadline for ministries to publish the 

Decisional Transparency Report on their 

website, similar to the deadline for 

publishing the financial statement (i.e. the 

last day of the first quarter of next year), 

as well as clear sanctions for 

noncompliance. This issue can be 

regulated by the General Secretariat of 

the Government, the institution 

responsible for monitoring the 

implementation of Law 52/2003, through 

a normative act. Adopting this measure 

would significantly improve the 

enforcement of the transparency law and 

would reduce the current information 

gap. 

 

2. The General Secretariat of the 

Government, in close collaboration with 

civil society should develop a set of 

criteria for assessing the implementation 

of the law 52/2003 over the course of a 

calendar year. This should lead to the 

drafting of a standard template to be used 

by public authorities in filling out the 

annual transparency report, in order to 

ensure the standardization of the 

information provided by public 

institutions on the application of Law 

52/2003 and to allow for comparison. The 

civil servants responsible for the 

implementation of Law 52/2003 should 

increase their skills and competences 

through regular training sessions on this 

topic. 

 

3. Concerning the civil servants responsible 

for the relation with the civil society, the 

analysis has found that a significant 

number of ministries did not comply with 

Art. 6 (5) of the law, which requires the 

representative of the public authority to 

designate a person for this task. This 

could be a key reason why some 

ministries failed to comply with the 

transparency requirements overall, as 

there is no clear attribution of this role. 

Therefore, future revisions of the law 

should take this into consideration. 

 

Moreover, even among institutions which 

comply with this requirement, in some cases 

the employee(s) responsibility for the 

dialogue with civil society also have to fulfill a 

number of other tasks in addition to this role. 

This practice is flawed and limits the 

implementation of the transparency 

requirement, turning the entire consultation 

process into a strictly formal procedure. The 

complexity of applying this law requires the 

appointment and accountability of at least 

one full-time employee in each public 

institution. 

 

I. Legal Analysis  

The analysis is based on 9 court decisions in 

cases before courts of first, second and last 

instance, as well as before the Constitutional 

Court. As it will be shown, in most cases 

where public authorities failed to comply with 

the provisions of this law, forcing them to do 

was rarely possible. This is because of a 

variety of factors which limit to the 

applicability and enforceability of the law. The 

limiting causes arise both from the law itself, 

as well as from the general arrangement of 

the legal and political system, which lead to 

this outcome.  
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III.1. The emergency procedure: laws and 

ordinances  

a) Laws adopted through the emergency 

procedure 

Firstly, legislative proposals can be adopted 

without respecting the procedure of public 

consultation set forth by this law, through an 

emergency law or emergency government 

ordinance.  Article 6(9) of the old version of 

Law 52/2003 stipulates that, in exceptional 

circumstances, which require immediate 

measure in order to combat a severe threat to 

the public interest, draft laws can be adopted 

under the emergency procedures allowed by 

the legislation currently in force. This 

ambiguous formulation covers both laws 

adopted through and emergency procedure 

and emergency government ordinances. Art 

7(13) of the republished version of Law 

52/2003 maintains the same provision 

allowing public authorities, when faced with a 

situation of exceptional circumstances which 

call for immediate action in order to “avoid 

serious damage to the public interest”, to 

adopt a normative act without fulfilling any 

transparency requirements.  An area in which 

courts have decided that this “urgency” clause 

applies is that of legislative proposals aimed 

at harmonizing the Romanian law with the EU 

requirements.  

 In the case of the Romanian Association for 

the Protection of Human Rights-Helsinki 

Committee vs. the Romanian Ministry of 

Justice9, the NGO (Romanian Helsinki 

Committee) responded to the announcement 

posted on the website of the Ministry of 

Justice on 7 May 2004, calling for public 

consultation on a draft law on the 

organization of enforcement of jail terms. The 

                                                           
9
 Bucharest Court of Appeals, Decision no 

3401/14.12.2004, 
http://www.apador.org/access/22_12.pdf. 

applicant then submitted their written 

comments and suggestions within the 10 day 

term provided by the law. Soon after 

however, the applicant found out that the 

draft law had already been adopted by the 

Government on 14 May 2004, and sent to the 

Senate on May 8, 2004. 

The applicant showed that, in doing so, the 

ministry violated the terms and procedures 

stipulated by Article 6 (old version) of Law 

nr.52/2003 regarding the elaboration of 

normative acts. Also, the applicant claimed 

that the government failed to supervise its 

subordinated ministries’ compliance with this 

law (according to article 115 of the 

Constitution). 

In response, the Government representative 

argued that the law on the decisional 

transparency only requires the initiating 

authority (Ministry of Justice) to consult with 

the citizens on the draft law, placing no 

responsibility on the government (as a 

collective decision-making body). Moreover, 

the defendant stated that the draft law was 

forwarded to the Senate in view of being 

adopted through the emergency procedure 

regulated by Article 76(3) of the Constitution; 

therefore the consultation procedure 

provided by the law on transparency was no 

longer required, according to Article 6(9) of 

the same law. The Ministry of Justice also 

confirmed that the incriminated draft law was 

part of the process of harmonization of 

legislation with the EU, and that, according to 

the Rules of the Chamber of Deputies, such 

laws were to be adopted through the 

emergency procedure. The Court upheld 

these arguments, thus denying the applicant’s 

claims. This ruling was also subsequently 

upheld by the Supreme Court. 

b) Government Emergency Ordinances 

http://www.apador.org/access/22_12.pdf
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Another type of legislation which is by 

definition adopted through the emergency 

procedure is that of Government Emergency 

Ordinances. These are laws which enter into 

force immediately after their adoption by the 

Government and are debated later by 

Parliament, which can reject or approve them. 

They are a form of delegated legislation. In a 

recent case before the Supreme Court, the 

Ombudsman asked the court to pronounce 

itself on the constitutionality of Government 

Emergency Ordinance no. 27/201210. This 

placed the Romanian Cultural Institute under 

parliamentary control, by transferring the 

authority to regulate its organization and 

functioning to the Senate. The plaintiff 

claimed that the ordinance infringes upon Art. 

115 (4) and (6) of the Constitution on 

legislative delegation, which state that “The 

Government may adopt emergency 

ordinances only in exceptional cases, the 

regulation of which cannot be postponed, and 

has obligation to justify the emergency in the 

text of the law”.  Moreover,  “(6) Emergency 

ordinances cannot be adopted in the field of 

constitutional law, may not affect the status 

of state institutions or the fundamental rights 

enshrined in the constitution, of electoral 

rights and cannot lead to a forced transfer of 

assets into public ownership.”11 

The Ombudsman claimed that the emergency 

character of the ordinance was not 

adequately justified by the Government, 

which failed to establish the existence of 

                                                           
10

 Constitutional Court Decision. 737/2012 denying the 
motion to declare the Government Emergency 
Ordinance no. 27/2012 on certain measures in the 
cultural sector, unconstitutional.  
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gmzdsnrtg4/decizia-nr-737-
2012-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-
neconstitutionalitate-a-prevederilor-ordonantei-de-
urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-27-2012-privind-unele-masuri-
in-domeniul-cultural, 
11

 The Romanian Constitution, 
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/dic/site.page?den=act2_1&par
1=3#t3c4s0a115 Acessed 12.02.2014. 

extraordinary circumstances. Also, he claimed 

that the ordinance in question addressed 

aspects which do not constitute malfunctions 

in the workings of the Romanian Cultural 

Institute. Only malfunctions of such a degree 

that they would represent “an extraordinary 

situation which must be addressed by the 

Government Emergency Ordinance”   would 

be eligible for this special procedure.12  

Finally, the Ombudsman considered that the 

emergency ordinance indirectly violated Art. 

15 of the Constitution, which prohibits such 

ordinances from altering fundamental rights. 

He affirmed, quoting Law 52/2003, that no 

fundamental rights can exist without a 

citizens’ right to transparency in the decision 

making process.  

The representatives of Senate and of the 

Government replied that the claims of 

unconstitutionality were unfounded because 

the emergency ordinance was passed to 

uphold the constitutional order set forth by 

art. 111 (1) of the Constitution, according to 

which the government and other government 

authorities are subject to parliamentary 

control. This has been achieved by 

transferring the authority over the functioning 

and organization of the Romanian Cultural 

Institute from the President to the 

Parliament.  

The Constitutional Court agreed with the 

arguments presented by the Government, 

stating that existing regulations prohibit the 

subordination of independent authorities 

such as the Romanian Cultural Institute to the 

presidency. The Court thus accepted the 

arguments of the Government and of the 

President of the Senate. Moreover, it 

maintained that this situation had “generated 

obvious and profound disturbances which, by 

                                                           
12

 Constitutional Court Decision. 737/ 2012  

http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gmzdsnrtg4/decizia-nr-737-2012-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-prevederilor-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-27-2012-privind-unele-masuri-in-domeniul-cultural
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gmzdsnrtg4/decizia-nr-737-2012-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-prevederilor-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-27-2012-privind-unele-masuri-in-domeniul-cultural
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gmzdsnrtg4/decizia-nr-737-2012-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-prevederilor-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-27-2012-privind-unele-masuri-in-domeniul-cultural
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gmzdsnrtg4/decizia-nr-737-2012-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-prevederilor-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-27-2012-privind-unele-masuri-in-domeniul-cultural
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gmzdsnrtg4/decizia-nr-737-2012-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-prevederilor-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-27-2012-privind-unele-masuri-in-domeniul-cultural
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/dic/site.page?den=act2_1&par1=3#t3c4s0a115
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/dic/site.page?den=act2_1&par1=3#t3c4s0a115
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their nature, constituted an extraordinary 

situation, the regulation of which could not be 

ignored by the Government”13. Thus this 

situation was, according to the Court, urgent 

enough that any delay caused by the adoption 

of a law through the ordinary procedure could 

have caused serious harm to the public 

interest.  Finally, the Court also stated that 

without a concrete text in the Constitution to 

stipulate a fundamental right to transparency, 

no such right can be inferred14.  

From this interpretation results a more 

general obstacle to implementing of the 

principle of transparent decision-making in 

Romania, which shall be discussed next. 

c) General obstacles to the implementation 

of the law on decisional transparency 

Even in the case when laws are not adopted 

through the emergency procedure, there is 

currently no sanction for a public authority 

not complying with the strictures of Law 

52/2003 in the cases of laws and ordinances. 

This is because, according to the Romanian 

legal system, a law can only be struck down 

by the Constitutional Court, if it does not 

comply with the constitution. Yet, the 

principle of transparency in the decision-

making process is not included in the 

fundamental law. Thus, laws and emergency 

government ordinances cannot be challenged 

directly before the court. Their compliance 

with the Constitution can only be raised as an 

accessory question in a trial grounded in the 

violation of another right. According to article 

9 or Law 554/2004, the “person whose right 

or legitimate interest has been infringed upon 

through a government ordinance or a rule 

incorporated in a government ordinance can 

file for reparations in the administrative law 

court and raise the question of the 

                                                           
13

 Constitutional Court Decision. 737/ 2012  
14

 Constitutional Court Decision. 737/ 2012.  

ordinance’s compliance with the Constitution,  

but only as an accessory claim”. This article 

has been interpreted to allow for the 

aggrieved person to file an action before the 

administrative court requesting the direct 

appeal to the Constitutional Court with the 

aim of declaring the particular ordinance 

unconstitutional through the application of 

articles 126(6) and 146 d of the Constitution. 

Still, despite the fact that an indirect appeal to 

the Constitutional Court is accessible to the 

citizen, the principle of transparency is not 

satisfied due it not being included in the 

Constitution.     

This has been confirmed by a 2013 decision of 

the Constitutional Court, when asked by the 

Court of Appeal in Bucharest to pronounce 

itself on the constitutionality of Government 

Emergency Ordinance no. 109/2011 on 

corporate governance of public enterprises, in 

file no. 1.848/2/2012 having as plaintiff 

HIDROELECTRICA Hidrosind Branch15. Among 

the main grounds for contesting the 

constitutionality of this ordinance were its 

lack of compliance with the transparency law 

and it not meeting the constitutional 

requirements imposed by art. 115(4) of the 

Constitution. It was argued that the 

Government had not provided solid 

arguments proving that there was an 

extraordinary situation justifying the urgency 

to regulate. 

With regard to the claim on non-compliance 

with the urgency requirement, the 

Constitutional Court decided that the 

justification provided by the Government was 

sufficient to prove the existence of a 

                                                           
15

 Constitutional Court, Decision No. 44/2013, 
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gm3deobwga/decizia-nr-44-
2013-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-
neconstitutionalitate-a-dispozitiilor-ordonantei-de-
urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-109-2011-privind-guvernanta-
corporativa-a-intreprinderilor-public, .  

http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gm3deobwga/decizia-nr-44-2013-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-dispozitiilor-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-109-2011-privind-guvernanta-corporativa-a-intreprinderilor-public
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gm3deobwga/decizia-nr-44-2013-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-dispozitiilor-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-109-2011-privind-guvernanta-corporativa-a-intreprinderilor-public
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gm3deobwga/decizia-nr-44-2013-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-dispozitiilor-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-109-2011-privind-guvernanta-corporativa-a-intreprinderilor-public
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gm3deobwga/decizia-nr-44-2013-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-dispozitiilor-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-109-2011-privind-guvernanta-corporativa-a-intreprinderilor-public
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/gm3deobwga/decizia-nr-44-2013-referitoare-la-respingerea-exceptiei-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-dispozitiilor-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-109-2011-privind-guvernanta-corporativa-a-intreprinderilor-public
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situations whose “existence is independent of 

the will of the Government which, in such 

circumstances, is forced to react promptly to 

defend the public interest through the means 

of an emergency ordinance” 16 

The government’s arguments cited by the 

Court were:  

1. The current economic environment 

requires quick action in creating the legislative 

and administrative premises leading to 

increased efficiency of economic operators 

[…]; 2. The fact that public enterprises […] in 

which the state holds shares or majority - are 

an important segment of the national 

economy; 3. That the current legislative 

framework has significant gaps regarding the 

good governance of the autonomous bodies, 

which has a negative impact upon their 

economic performance and competitiveness 

[…]; and 4. That improving corporate 

governance of public enterprises is an 

objective assumed by the Government”17. 

Concerning the claims that the emergency 

ordinance does not comply with Article 6 of 

the old version of Law 52/2003, the Court 

finds that it cannot be accepted. It makes 

reference to its constant jurisprudence, which 

“held that the examination of the 

constitutionality of a legal text concerns the 

compatibility of that text with the 

constitutional provisions which it is being 

claimed that it violated” , and  its comparison 

with other legal provisions. Therefore, had it 

not been for the emergency character of this 

law, this case would still not have been 

successful before the Constitutional Court, as 

long as the principle of decisional  

transparency is not included in the 

Constitution.  

                                                           
16

 Constitutional Court, Decision No. 44/2013.  
17

 Constitutional Court, Decision No. 44/2013  

This argument was also invoked by the 

Government in another case before the 

Constitutional Court, but this time the court 

did not pronounce itself on it, as the case had 

become inadmissible.  In the case regarding 

the constitutionality of Government 

Emergency Ordinance no. 48/2006 on the 

trade of goods in duty-free and duty-paid 

system, raised by the company "Euro Trade 

Invest" – SA, in file no. 7.430/2/2006 of the 

Court of Appeal of Bucharest18.  

The plaintiff finds the Emergency Ordinance 

to be unconstitutional on the following 

grounds first of all because it infringes upon 

the citizens’ right to information provided by 

Art. 1(5) of the Constitution, and disregards 

the procedure set out in art. 6 (old version) of 

Law no. 52/2003 on transparency in public 

administration, as citizens and associations 

did not participate in its elaboration. Art. 115 

(4) of the Constitution was also invoked, 

arguing that the Government did not comply 

with the specific requirements necessary for 

legislative delegation in cases of an 

emergency situation.  

The Court of Appeal stated that the plaintiff’s 

claim of “unconstitutionality is unfounded 

because the text of the law does not violate 

constitutional provisions invoked.”  As for the 

claim that the ordinance disregards art. 6 of 

Law no. 52/2003 (old version) on 

transparency in public administration, the 

Government claimed that this cannot be 

interpreted as grounds for unconstitutionality. 

Finally, on the reasons for regulating through 

the means of an emergency ordinance, it 

acted consistently with art. 115 (4) of the 
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 Constitutional Court, Decision No. 879/2007, 
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/geydgmzzhe/decizia-nr-879-
2007-referitoare-la-exceptia-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-
ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-48-2006-privind-
comercializarea-marfurilor-in-regim-de-duty-free-si-
duty-paid 

http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/geydgmzzhe/decizia-nr-879-2007-referitoare-la-exceptia-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-48-2006-privind-comercializarea-marfurilor-in-regim-de-duty-free-si-duty-paid
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/geydgmzzhe/decizia-nr-879-2007-referitoare-la-exceptia-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-48-2006-privind-comercializarea-marfurilor-in-regim-de-duty-free-si-duty-paid
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/geydgmzzhe/decizia-nr-879-2007-referitoare-la-exceptia-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-48-2006-privind-comercializarea-marfurilor-in-regim-de-duty-free-si-duty-paid
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/geydgmzzhe/decizia-nr-879-2007-referitoare-la-exceptia-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-48-2006-privind-comercializarea-marfurilor-in-regim-de-duty-free-si-duty-paid
http://lege5.ro/Gratuit/geydgmzzhe/decizia-nr-879-2007-referitoare-la-exceptia-de-neconstitutionalitate-a-ordonantei-de-urgenta-a-guvernului-nr-48-2006-privind-comercializarea-marfurilor-in-regim-de-duty-free-si-duty-paid
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Constitution, because harmonizing the 

national legislation with the requirements of 

Community law in the field represented an 

emergency.  

The Court did not pronounce itself on the 

substance of the case, because it found that 

“subsequent to the referral of the present 

case [to this court], the Government 

Emergency Ordinance no. 48/2006 […] had 

been rejected by Law no. 141/2007”.  Given 

that the existing legislation requires that the 

laws be subject to constitutional review be in 

force” the Court had to reject the case as 

inadmissible.  

Nevertheless, given the reasoning expressed 

in other decision on this topic, it is likely that 

the Court would agree with the Government’s 

arguments on the substance of the case. The 

Constitutional Court has since established a 

low threshold for accepting the existence of 

an emergency situation requiring immediate 

action by the Government through 

emergency ordinances. Also, the right to 

information provided by art. 1(5) of the 

Constitution can hardly be interpreted as 

encompassing the citizens’ right to 

transparency in the decision-making process, 

as provided by Law 52/2003. 

Given the special status of government 

emergency ordinances and the impossibility 

of challenging them through a direct action 

before a court of law, the only right which 

regular citizens have is that stipulated by 

article 9(5) of Law 554/2004. Thus, citizens 

can only file petitions requesting a remedy for 

the violation of their legitimate rights by a 

certain emergency ordinance, following the 

striking down of that ordinance by the 

Constitutional Court. The remedy can consist 

of financial compensation, the annulment of 

an administrative act issued on the basis of 

the respective ordinance, or the issuing of an 

administrative act. Therefore, as long as laws 

and emergency government ordinances 

cannot be challenged directly before a regular 

court and as long as the Constitution does not 

include a right to decisional transparency, it is 

impossible to challenge a law due to it being 

adopted through a procedure which fails to 

comply with the provisions of Law 52/2003. 

However, it must be noted that a number of 

treaties and conventions ratified by Romania 

protect this right. For example, Article 41 of 

the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 

European Union19 on the right to good 

administration states that: 

1. Every person has the right to have his or her 

affairs handled impartially, fairly and within a 

reasonable time by the institutions, bodies, 

offices and agencies of the Union. 

 2. This right includes:  

(a) the right of every person to be heard, 

before any individual measure which would 

affect him or her adversely is taken;  

(b) the right of every person to have access to 

his or her file, while respecting the legitimate 

interests of confidentiality and of professional 

and business secrecy;  

(c) the obligation of the administration to give 

reasons for its decisions. 

Although the provisions of the Charter of 

Fundamental Rights primarily target individual 

decisions taken by public authorities, and do 

not apply directly at the state level, they are a 

clear indication of the European Union’s 

                                                           
19

 The Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union  
http://eur-
lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:
2010:083:0389:0403:en:PDF  

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2010:083:0389:0403:en:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2010:083:0389:0403:en:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:C:2010:083:0389:0403:en:PDF
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tendency towards a stronger protection of the 

right to public consultation.  

A similar provision in also reflected in Article 

13 entitled “Participation of society”, of the 

United Nations Convention Against 

Corruption (UNCAC)20 ratified by Romania in 

2004: 

1. Each State Party shall take appropriate 

measures, within its means and in accordance 

with fundamental principles of its domestic 

law, to promote the active participation of 

individuals and groups outside the public 

sector, such as civil society, non-governmental 

organizations and community-based 

organizations, in the prevention of and the 

fight against corruption and to raise public 

awareness regarding the existence, causes 

and gravity of and the threat posed by 

corruption. This participation should be 

strengthened by such measures as: 

(a) Enhancing the transparency of and 

promoting the contribution of the public to 

decision-making processes; 

(b) Ensuring that the public has effective 

access to information; 

While the provisions of the United Nations 

Convention against Corruption does not 

include a directly enforceable right  and its 

scope of application is limited by Article 3 to 

the field of “prevention, investigation and 

prosecution of corruption and to the freezing, 

seizure, confiscation and return of the 

proceeds of offences established in 

accordance with this Convention”, failure to 

implement them by the members states can 

lead to international sanctions. 

                                                           
20 United Nations Convention Against Corruption 

(UNCAC) 
http://www.unodc.org/documents/treaties/UNCAC/Pub
lications/Convention/08-50026_E.pdf    

Considering that Article 20 of the Romanian 

Constitution21, states that the most favorable 

provision protecting human rights stipulated 

in the international treaties ratified by 

Romania should be applied, the Constitutional 

Court could interpret that the right to public 

consultation can be inferred: 

Article 20 on International treaties on human 

rights: 

 (1) Constitutional provisions concerning the 

citizens' rights and liberties shall be 

interpreted and enforced in conformity with 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 

with the covenants and other treaties 

Romania is a party to.  

(2) Where any inconsistencies exist between 

the covenants and treaties on the 

fundamental human rights Romania is a party 

to, and the national laws, the international 

regulations shall take precedence, unless the 

Constitution or national laws comprise more 

favorable provisions.  

Therefore, even in the absence of an express 

constitutional provision regarding the right to 

decisional transparency, the Constitutional 

Court could adopt a creative interpretation of 

the applicability of this right in by analogy, in 

its future decisions. 

III.2. Normative and individual administrative 

acts  

Finally, in terms of regulation of lower rank, 

such as government decisions and decisions 

of the county council, we can distinguish 

between universally applicable norms versus 

regulations with limited applicability 

(targeting one individual or a pre-defined 

group). The first category is subject to the 
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 Constitution of Romania, 
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/dic/site.page?den=act2_2
&par1=2#t2c1s0a20 

http://www.unodc.org/documents/treaties/UNCAC/Publications/Convention/08-50026_E.pdf
http://www.unodc.org/documents/treaties/UNCAC/Publications/Convention/08-50026_E.pdf
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transparency law, and is in fact the only type 

of laws that can be sanctioned in court for 

non-compliance with transparency 

requirements. The distinction between 

normative and individual administrative acts 

has been clarified by the High Court of 

Cassation and Justice through decision 

1718/2013. The Court affirmed that 

administrative normative acts include general 

regulations, have an impersonal character and 

affect everybody (have effects are erga 

omnes) while individual administrative acts 

affect only one or more persons expressly 

mentioned within the act.  

a. Normative acts of general applicability  

A relevant example in which a Government 

Decision was annulled for not complying with 

the transparency law is the decision of the 

Court of Appeal in Timisoara in case of 

OTMAS vs. the Romanian Bureau of Legal 

Metrology and the Ministry for Economy and 

Commerce. In this case, the plaintiff OTMAS 

A. Measurement Technique Organization 

requested the annulment of Government 

Decision No. 862/2004, for violating of Art. 6 

(old version) of Law 52/2003 on decisional 

transparency. OTMAS showed that the 

Romanian Bureau of Legal Metrology and the 

Ministry for Economy and Commerce did not 

publish an announcement on the process of 

drafting the alleged the proposal for the 

alleged act, as required by the law22.  

The Court upheld the arguments presented 

and “found that Government Decision No. 

862/2004 […] has not complied with any of 

the legal provisions contained in Art. 6 of Law 

52/2003 on the procedure for drafting 

normative acts.” As this type of legislation 

was neither one with an individual character, 

nor was subject to Art. 6 (9) of Law no. 
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 Timisoara Court of Appeals, Decision No. 
41/P/14.02.2005.  

52/2003 regarding the adoption of legislation 

in emergency procedure, the court ruled in 

favor of annulling it23. 

Another case in which a normative act was 

struck down due to the failure to respect, 

among other requirements, the procedures 

set out in law 52/2003, occurred in 2008 and 

was decided before the Supreme Court by 

Decision no. 2579 of 20.06.2008. At stake was 

a Government Decision to transfer the 

property of cinemas from the state-owned 

“Romaniafilm” autonomous authority to local 

authorities. The trade union of “Romaniafilm” 

employees challenged this act and argued 

that it was null due to procedural constraints 

being violated ( the lack of a written opinion 

by the Economic and Social Council, the 

absence of the public debates set out in law 

52/2003) during its adoption. The Court 

accepted this argument and declared the 

Government decision null. 24  

b. Normative acts of a “political character” 

However, even among such universally 

applicable norms there is an important sub-

category which evades the transparency 

requirements. This has been the case of the 

addresses (written communications) of the 

Government which accompany the draft laws 

sent to the Parliament. When contested, the 

court upheld their validity on the basis of the 

claim that the action they embody has a 

“political character” and thus they are not 

subject to the transparency law. According to 

law 554/2004 the acts by which a public 

authority establishes a relationship with 

Parliament are exempted from the scrutiny of 

any court.  
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 Timisoara Court of Appeals, Decision No. 
41/P/14.02.2005.  
24

 High Court of Cassation and Justice, Decision no. 2579 
of 20.06.2008 
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This has been confirmed by the court decision 

in the appeal before the High Court of 

Cassation and Justice (HCCJ) initiated by 

claimants Center for Legal Resource 

Foundation, Association for the Defense of 

Human Rights in Romania-Helsinki 

Committee, Romanian Association for 

Transparency, Public Policy Institute, the 

Association of Journalists in Romania, 

Federation Romanian of Journalists , Centre 

for Independent Journalism, Romanian Press 

Club, Media Center Monitoring Agency 

Assistance to NGOs - C., Romanian Association 

for Audiovisual Communications, Resource 

Center for Public Participation, and APD 

Association against the sentence no. 2855 of 3 

July 2009 of the Bucharest Court of Appeals. 

This action was initiated by the above NGOs 

against the defendants Government of 

Romania and the Ministry of Justice. The 

claimants contested the acts through which 

the government sent forth to Parliament for 

adoption the draft laws corresponding to the 

four codes (Civil and Criminal, and the 

corresponding Procedural codes). They asked 

for acts to be annulled for not complying with 

the requirements of the transparency law and 

for the adoption procedure to be repeated.25  

The case revolved around the classification of 

these acts. The applicants argued that the 

written communications between 

Government and Parliament represent an 

administrative normative act which is subject 

to the transparency law. On the other hand, 

the defendants quoted law 554/2004 and 

maintained that they do not, as they establish 

a relationship between the Government and 

the Parliament. Moreover, they defended 

themselves by showing the court has to first 

rule on whether the act is subject to its 

judgment. If it is not, as they argued, neither 
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 High Court of Cassation and Justice, Decision  no. 
2889/2010 

can the court investigate if its adoption had 

complied with the rules set forth in law 52.  

The HCCJ accepted the defendants’ claim and 

denied the applicants’ motion.  

c. Individual acts  

The second category, acts which, as 

mentioned above, are only applicable to an 

individual or a group are considered individual 

administrative decisions, and are therefore 

exempt from the transparency law. This is a 

logical solution since acts which do not target 

the general community do not need to be 

subject to debate and sometimes, due to their 

personal nature, should not even be 

communicated to the public.  Yet, this 

classification has been challenged in some 

cases, where the nature of an act was in 

doubt.  

Through judgment 44/F/ 9.12.2011, the 

Brasov Court of Appeals had to decide on 

whether the order to re-organize and 

restructure the National Agency for Fiscal 

Administration (NAFA), an order issued by its 

Head, was a normative or individual act. The 

wider context involved the fiscal austerity 

policies implemented by the government, 

which led to the re-organization of state 

institutions and to the laying off of some 

personnel. In this particular case, several 

persons who had been dismissed challenged 

the acts through which the re-organization of 

the National Agency for Fiscal Administration 

was accomplished. Their argument also 

included the claim that the re-organization 

order had a normative character, as it was 

addressed to more than one person (all the 

employees of the National Agency for Fiscal 

Administration) and could only be valid if its 

adoption had followed the procedure set 

forth in law 52/2003. The NAFA, on the other 

hand, replied, among others, that the act had 
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an individual character, as it was addressed to 

limited number of specified individuals26.  

The Court analyzed the legal provisions 

governing the organization of the NAFA and 

concluded that the specific order had a 

normative character, as it concerned the 

organization of the NAFA and was, therefore 

of public interest. Thus, it accepted the 

applicants’ motion and declared the order null 

and void. The Court argued that the order did 

not respect the conditions for approval of 

normative acts, among which publication in 

the Official Gazette and transparency 

guidelines are key.27  

In November 2010, applicant I.M. sued the 

Prefecture of Valcea County and its Prefect 

P.U. requesting the Valcea Tribunal to annul 

Order no. 578 issued on October 1, 2010, to 

reinstate him in his previous employment as 

an employee of the Prefecture and to force 

the Prefecture to pay compensation. The 

claim was subsequently modified to also 

include two more defendants: the Ministry of 

Internal Affairs and the public official P.U. I.M. 

also requested the annulment of Order no. 

II/3004 of 26 August 2010 and Order no. 

II/9004 of August 26, 2006 issued by the 

Minister, and orders no. 495 and no. 496, 

both issued on 30 August 2010 by the Prefect 

of the Valcea County. His arguments were 

that the entire reorganization of the 

Prefecture was unlawful, the defendants 

closing down jobs on “purely subjective 

criteria”, while “budgetary restrictions could 

not be seen as a reason”.  Meanwhile, the 

applicant showed that the contested orders 

were not made public despite having a 

normative character28.  
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 Brasov Court of Appeals, Decision 44/F/9.12.2011 
27

 Brasov Court of Appeals, Decision 44/F/9.12.2011  
28

 High Court of Cassation and Justice, Decision no. 
1663/2012 

The court however, found the contested acts 

to be individual administrative acts and not 

normative acts, since they concern a given 

number of positions within the Prefecture of 

Valcea, thus addressing a limited number of 

subjects. On the basis of this distinction, “the 

Court rejected the plaintiff's allegations 

regarding breach of legislative transparency of 

Law. 52/2003”, holding that the public 

authority is entitled to regulate the 

organization and reorganization of activity, 

without the requirement for public 

consultation .29 

Conclusion and recommendations 

Following the analysis of court decisions in the 

9 cases, it can be concluded that in cases 

where public authorities do not voluntarily 

comply with the provisions of this law, forcing 

them to do so is virtually impossible in most 

cases. As has been shown, there are a number 

of combined limitations to the applicability 

and enforceability of the law, both arising 

from within the law, as well as from the 

general arrangement of the legal and political 

system, which lead to this outcome.  

First, it can be observed that the 

modifications brought to the law on in 2013 

represent small steps forward towards an 

increase in the transparency of the decisional 

process as long as public authorities comply 

with the law. Yet, these changes do nothing to 

ease the current difficulties to litigate on the 

basis of this law. This is because the 2013 

amendments focused exclusively on the 

bureaucratic aspects regarding the public 

consultation, and addressed neither the 

sanctioning mechanisms nor the court 

procedure for contesting the lack of 

transparency. 
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 High Court of Cassation and Justice, Decision no. 
1663/2012 
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One of the biggest obstacles in the 

enforceability of this law is the lack of de facto 

legal remedy in cases of laws and government 

ordinances, although such acts are subject to 

this law. This is because, as it has been shown, 

the Constitutional Court – which is the only 

court invested with the authority of annulling 

a law – can only do so by assessing. In its 

jurisprudence, the Court has stated that the 

right to decisional transparency is not 

included in the Constitution. This state of 

affairs is especially problematic since such 

laws often regulate the most important and 

most relevant matters of public affairs. 

Furthermore, laws adopted through the 

emergency procedure (including Government 

Emergency Ordinances) are de jure exempt 

from the transparency law. Meanwhile, the 

Constitutional Court has established a 

relatively low threshold as to what qualifies as 

“exceptional situations” which require 

immediate government intervention in order 

to protect the general interest. Therefore, 

such normative acts can bypass the 

transparency requirements as well. 

Therefore, we find the following 

recommendations to be necessary:   

1. Even in the absence of an express 

constitutional provision regarding the 

right to decisional transparency, given its 

stipulation in covenants and treaties 

ratified by Romania, the Constitutional 

Court could adopt a creative approach in 

its future decisions, allowing for this right 

by analogy, on the basis of Article 20 of 

the Constitution. 

2. Providing more specific remedies for 

cases in which public authorities fail to 

comply with the law, both during the 

process of drafting and adopting 

legislation as well as in their general 

management (for example failing to 

publish the annual report on transparency 

or not delegating a person responsible for 

the relation with civil society); 

3. Abrogating Article 5 (1a) of Law 554/2004, 

which excludes from judicial scrutiny 

those acts which establish relations 

between a public authority and the 

Parliament, as well as modifying Article 9 

of Law 554/2004. This would allow for the 

procedure of adopting laws and 

ordinances to be challenged on the basis 

of law 52/2003. 

4. Finally, a broader recommendation would 

be to increase the margins of appreciation 

for what counts as “exceptional 

situations”, which require immediate 

government intervention in order to 

protect the general interest. This way, the 

number of laws adopted through the 

emergency procedure, and therefore the 

number of laws excepted from the 

transparency requirements would also be 

decreased.  
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